FAVORITE THING ABOUT TEACHING AT MIT
It’s exciting to get to know the bright minds that will someday change the world for the better

AT MIT SINCE 2012
Coaching track & field
Teaching jog & run, boot camp for athletes, weight training, fitness & stress management, backpacking & hiking, and badminton

NICK DAVIS

ADVICE FROM FUTURE SELF
You’re doing a great job. Just keep your foot on the gas!

FAVORITE FOOD
My wife’s lasagna. I’ve tried lasagna at MANY restaurants...always disappointed

EDUCATION
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
B.S. & M.S. in Kinesiology
Focus on sport & exercise psychology, sociology of physical activity & exercise physiology
Davis has been at MIT since 2012 coaching track & field and teaching archery, jogging/running, weight training, boot camp for athletes, fitness & stress management, badminton, and backpacking & hiking. He enjoys how working at MIT challenges him to be better and allows him to interact with a diverse student body that will have large positive impacts on the world. Both his bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee heavily emphasize exercise, being in kinesiology with a focus on sport & exercise psychology, sociology of physical activity, and exercise physiology. Davis loves to go hiking and feel the mind-body connection. His best adventure was a 2-week road trip out west with his wife.